Quick Questions
Trick or Treat

1. What were the names of the two sisters?
								

9

It was the evening of 31st October. Two sisters

19

were getting ready to knock on the doors of the

29

houses on their street. Eva, the younger of the two

38

sisters, wore a tall, purple hat with a matching

47

dress. She had saved her green and white stripy

56

tights all year for this special event and thought

64

they looked wonderful next to her round, orange

69

bucket shaped like a pumpkin.

79

Just as they were about to leave, there was a

89

loud knock on the front door. “Who could it be?”

					

99

asked Ruth. They opened the door a tiny bit and

			

101

peeked outside...

2. Which two adjectives has the author used to
describe Eva’s bucket?
								
3. What is the ‘special event’ that Eva had saved
her stripy tights for?
					
			

		

				
			
4. Who do you think is at the door?

				
			

		

Answers
Trick or Treat

1. What were the names of the two sisters?
Eva and Ruth

9

It was the evening of 31st October. Two sisters

19

were getting ready to knock on the doors of the

29

houses on their street. Eva, the younger of the two

38

sisters, wore a tall, purple hat with a matching

47

dress. She had saved her green and white stripy

56

tights all year for this special event and thought

64

they looked wonderful next to her round, orange

69

bucket shaped like a pumpkin.

79

Just as they were about to leave, there was a

89

loud knock on the front door. “Who could it be?”

Accept any sensible prediction linked to

99

asked Ruth. They opened the door a tiny bit and

the text, e.g. I think that other children

101

peeked outside...

2. Which two adjectives has the author used to
describe Eva’s bucket?
round and orange

3. What is the ‘special event’ that Eva had saved
her stripy tights for?
Eva had saved her tights all year to go trick
or treating dressed as a witch on Halloween.

4. Who do you think is at the door?

who are trick or treating knocked
on their door for some sweets.

